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ABSTRACT

r'
The paper provides.a comparative perspective on the legalization:

of education by analyzing the role of t;04:Bundesverfassungspricht
(Federal Constitutional Court) in the Zhaping of edu4tional policy
in West Germany. It identifies two related, kut different constitu-
tional norms which the Court brings to bear upon its interpretttion
of the relationship .between educAtion ands state: (a) the norm of

-"equal protection, which has had a particulaorly ptecarious role in
`floe German constitutional .tradition as far as education was con-
cerned; and (b) the norm of legitimacy as it relates to theidecision-
makingsprocess through which educational policy is set. Its efforts
to'make current practices.in, German eduction comply with these
norms lead the ,Court to develop its own notitin of legalization in
the-twin principles of "statutorization" and 7,parliamentarization".
The paper argues that, while the Couit succeeds reasonably well
in terms of satisfying the equal protection norm, it may have
underestinuated,the seriousness and precariousness of the legitimacy
ssue. TA paper concludes with some preliminary notes on comparingk
iwnalysis with what appear to be parallel considerations in the

legalization of Amei.ican education.
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Theoretically Inspired curiosity is bound eventually to lead the

student,of the legalization of education in this country to the question of

tether or not what we'cobserve here.is'auniquely American phenomenon or

whethegit is shated in some way with other societies and thus indicative

ofan underlying and more. generic set of issues and trends. This paper
,

.'makes a modest effort at satisfying this curiosity by probing the case of a

country which, while in general of .the same "type" as the United States

(advanced\idatsttial, capitalist, pQlyarchic, federal, etc.), presents a

potentially instructive mixture of,similarities and differences when it comes
. A

tothe legalization of e ducation.

AI

-.

The analysis focuses on the role of the Federal Constitutional Court

in the shaping of educational policy in West Germany. It identifies two

related, but different constitutional norms which the Court brings to bear

upon its views of the relatiOnship between education and the state: (a) the

norm of equal protection, which has had a particularly precarious role in

the German constitutional tradition as far as education was concerned; and

1

(b) the norm of legitimacy as i relates to the decision-makihg processes

through which educational policy objectives are set and the means for their

achievement elaborated. Its efforts to make current practicesin,Gsrman

education comply with these norms leads the Court to develop its own notion

of "legalization"- in the twin principles of "statutorization"-and "parlia-

mentarizati
j

on". Against the background of this development, the paver,argues

that the Court succeeds reasonably well in terms of satisfying the equal

protection norm, but that it may have underestimated the seriousness and

precariousness of the legitimacy issue.

The initial section of this paper provides an overview Hof the institu-

,tional and policy context in discussing both the role and functioning of

1
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the Federal Constitutional Court and the educational policy setting within

which the Court developed i s views on e relationship of state and educe-
)

tion.( This development, i.e., the process of the increasing legalization

q

of'edultional policy in the Federal Republic over the last decade of so,

is then reviewed in more detail before the specific preoccupation of the

Court with the twin issues of equal protection and.legitimacy is examined.

The paper concludes with a critical assessment of the achievements and

limitations of the Couit's.efforts and some preliminary notes onicomparing

this analysis with what appear to be parallel considerations in the legal-
,

ization of American education.

f
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1'. The Legalirtion of Education in West/ Germany: The Institutional and

policy-Context

Palterns of legalization in any policy area are a function both of the

institutional arrangements under which the judiciary operates and of the

kinds of issues hich clalm particular salience inthat policy Area. For

purposes of introducing the setting for, the legalization of education in the

Federal'-Republic, it is therefore necessary to understand the role and the

functioning of that element, of the judicial system whiCh has become most
0

influential in the'process of legalization, i.e.,\the Federal.Constitutional

Court, as well as the state of educational policy which generated the kinds

of issues and controversies around which the Court decided to clarify its

views on the relationship between state and dducation.

1.1 The Federal Constitutional Court

While this is not the plaCe to provide an extensive account of the

judicial system of the Federal Republic of Germany and sof the role of the

Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungs ericht, BVerfG) in it, some

observations on the particular nature of these institutional arrangements

will be in order (for.general background, see MAdhinney-'1962; Hey8e 1971;

Kommers 1976; 1980). As an independent separate institutionfor pbrposes
..

4.,..of judicial review, the Federals,Con itutional Court is a creation of the

fathers of the post -Worlc War II Federal Republic conceived and initiated

'tinder the sponsorship of the Western Allied Powers, in 1948/49. The pre-
.

viOus incarnation of German democracy, the WetWer Republic (1919-1933),rhad

seen a number of modest attempts at instituting some form of judicial review

in the Reichsgericht, and there had been a.noticeable debate among legal

scholars on the desirability of some form of judicial review since the

middle of the nineteenth century. The mainstream of German legal tradition,

3
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however, had found it difficult, to accept the notion that the legislative

process could be subject to an independent judicial review which held consti-

tutional norms as a higher standard against which the validity of statutes

could be evaluated. It was the experience of the feeble and largely ineffec-
41P

tive system of judicial review in the Weimar Republic and of the large-scale
0

corruption of the German legal system under the.Nazi.regime which, after
it -

World War II, placed the reorganization of judicial review high on the agenda

t-

of the framers of a new ,constitution, the Basic Law (Grundgesetz, GG). The

result of their, efforts was the creation of .the Federal Constitutional Court

which vested the function of judicial review in a supretutjudicial body

independent of the hierarchy of regular courts (dominated by the Bundes7

gerichtshof, BGH), or the system of courts for special jurisdictions (labor,
4

fiscal, administrative, etc.).

[ Figure 1 about hefe ]

1

This structural option Qf a specialized? separate tribunal with exclu-

sive jurisdiction to decide on constitutional questions varies from the

Americari model of a unitary-Supreme Court and exists in similar form in

Italy and Austria'(see Cappelletti and Cohen 1979). In the German case, a

deep-seated suspicion of the regular judiciary on'the grounds of their

1

performance in Weimar and Nazi German seems to have reinforced the tendency

towards that option (Kommers 1976, 3 -42; cf. alsethe right of the BVerfG

to dismiss federal judges in Art. 98, 2 GG). The Federal Constitutional

Court itself won a.major battle in its early days in achieving complete

,administrative independence of the Federal Ministry of Justice. Its judges

are elected for one non-renewable twelve-year term by the two houses of the

federal parliament: half by the Bundegtag (lower house of popular represen-

tation), and ha f by the Bundesrat (upper house representing the Lander of

C
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The Orgghization of the Court System in the Federal Republic of Germany
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the Federal Republic). ile this has, over the last t6 years, introduced

sqme of the polarizationin German politics between Social/Liberal Democrats

(who control the Bundestag and the Federal Government) and Christian

Democrats (who control a majority of Lander and, hence, the Bundesrat) into

the recruitment of judges to the Court, there sums to be consensus that

the mode of election has helped sustain a high-quality and reasonably inde-

pendent panel of judges. r.

The Court is qrganized into two, chambers ("Senates") of 'eight judges

each. The two Senates of the Court have exclusive membership and exclusive

responsibilities for a subset of the Court's pve;a11 judicial mandate. The

,-

First Senate (often referred to as the "Basic Rights Senate") ideals with

issues of "norm control" (j,udicial review of decisions of other courts and

of federal statutes) and with constitutional complaints'where they pertain

torights guaranteed in the "basiC rights catalogue" of the West GerMan

constitution (Art. 1-17 GG). The Second Senate, broadly spea king, deals
A

with constitutional issues involving the state and its organs (hence

"political" or "State's Rights Senat e"), primarily issues of federal-state

relationships and powers, disputes between federal agencies, election

disputes, and the constitutionality of political parties (where extreme_

%parties on both the right and.the left have been outlawed in the earlier

ytiars q'the federal Republic under Art. 21, 2 GG). Even though the number
/ -.

.. .

1

of cases) in each of.khe categories for which the Count has responsibility

is not an entirely adequate measure of .the importance of'each category (for

ilP

example, conflicts between federal and state government have been very feW,V

but their reSolution by theto)Art has h developmentmajor impact on the'evelopment
r-

415.

Of federalis4 in Germany) the following. figures provide. some indication of

/ .

the Courts overall distribution of activity: Conetitutional complaints

5
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(Art. 93, 1, 4a and b GG; the only kind of'dispute that can be submitted to

the Court directly by individuals) make up the bulk of the Court's case load

(96% of all cases submitted, and 55% of all published opinions\ Kommers

1980, 663) and include most of t* cases in which the Court has .expressed

itself on matte/e.rs of educational policy. These complaints typically challenge

the constitutionality

courts, of federal or

.decisions by federal,

of judgments rendered by ordinary or specialized

Land laws, or of administrative rulest actions, or

state, or local authorities. Concrete norm control

(acebrding to Art. 100, 1 GG) is the second most frequent type of case

brought befare the Court (1,576 cases by the end of 1977). Here the initiator

is another court which suspends a pending litigation while seeking the

Constitutional Court's ruling on a legal instrument about t6-constitution-

ality of which the initiating court has serious doubts. Other categories

where Ases are relatively frequent have to do with the continuance of law

(Art. 126 GG), with cases of "abstract norm control" (Art. 93, 1, 2 GG;\
initiated by the Federal Government, a state government or one-third of the

members of. the Bundestag, and increasingly use I %II invite, the Court's critical

review of major'legislatiye controversies such asabortion, the treaty With

the GDR, acoustic surveillance for intelligence purposes, etc.; cf. vA-Beyme

1971, 224), election disputes and disputes among.federal agencies (Organstreit):

In terms of the Court's. procedures, Kommers identifies four main differences

between .the German Constitutional Court and the U.S. Supreme Co N (a) In

contrast to the largely discretionary nature of Supreme Court's jurisdic-
,..

;ion, the exercise of the BVerfG's jurisdiction is obligatory;, (b) unlike the

Supreme Court, the BVerfG justifies its decisions in written and usually

rather formal and detailed opinions; (c) there is very little oral argument

before the BVerfG, which instead prefers to consider its cases on the briefs

1' \N.. -
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of the parties; and (d) there is a strong bias in the BVerfG in favor of

"institutional opinions" and against written dissents; as a result, the

number of the latter is extremely small, compared to the practice of the U.S.

Supreme Court (1980, 663-664).

Looking, back htc30 years of the Court's activities; what Alfred Grosser
- i

once called "the most original and interesting institution in the wesp German

constitutional system" (cited by vo Beyme 1979, 216) seems to have come to

4?Alit a major role in shaping the poP olitical quality of the West German system

-- as a "protector of individual rights", an "umpire of the federal system",

a "custodian of party democracy", and an "e4ualizer of socio- economic oppor-

tunity" (Kommers 1976, 207-253). Up until 1919, and really, up until 1949,

the particularly rigid interpretation of the notion of the separation of

power's in the German legal andtonstitutional tradition had made any kind

of effective judicial review impossible. By institutionalizing the concept

L

of norm control, the Federal Constitutional Court' has broken up this rigid .

interpretation and assumed an important directive role vis-a-vis the other

powers, notably the legislature (Richter 1974', 35). It has done so both

by declaring void those products of the legislative process which do not

conform to constitutional norms and, increasingly, by getting the legisfa-

ture to anticipate possible critical reactions by. the Court (von Beyme

1979, 223). At the same time, the Court has established its independence

of the other powers with enough credibility to have become a key element ij

the process of constitutional change or, more
-
precisely, in the ongoing

o

adjustment of the normative constitutional framework of the West German state

to the changing conditions of social, economic, and political life. Its

role in the shaping of educational policy is a case in point.
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1.2 Educational Policy and Educational Reform

In its opinions on educational questions, the Federal Constitutional,.

Court has reflected, and reacted to, an increasing level of controversy and

conflict over educational policy objectives and over the strategies to

o

achieve them. This level of conflict corresponds to the level of reform

initiative which was characteristic of educational policy in the Federal

Republic in the later part of the 1960s and the early 1970s. After what had

been aptly termed "Two Tecades of Non-Reform in West German Education"

(Robinsohn and Kuhlmann 1967), anumber.of factors, facilitated' and

`catalyzed by the advetyt of the, first social democrat/liberal coalition in

the federal government,in 1969, had led to a massive drive for change in

both the structure and substance of West German education (for a more

detailed review of that period, see Weiler, 1973; 1979; OECD 1912; Max-Planck-
,

Insatut 1980; Rolff 1980; etc.).

Initially, the principal thrust of this reform was towards greater

equality of educational opportunity, and its.main target became the tradi-

tionil, class-based differentiation of the GeKman system of three tiered

post-elementary education. The keystone, of the "new system" of education

was to be the Gesamtschule, a compreherisive forth of secondary school for

grade's 5 thrpugh 10 (and, ultimately, 12 or 13), over the introduction of

Which a bitter political struggle between liberal/progressive (Social

Democrats and Liberals) and conservative (Christian Ddmocrats) forces has

been waged ever since. While the'device of "experiments" with the new type

of school (while leaving the majority of the cad schools intact) served to

Os,

temporize and hence defuse the conflict to some extent (Weiler 1981),

enough parent concern on both sides of the issue had 'been aroused to lead to

a veritable wave of litigati rious aspects of the "comprehensivization"



issue. The reverberations did eventually reach the Federal Constitutional
A

Court, and one of the key decisions of the Court with which our analysis--L

will have to deal arose directly out of these controversies. This decision

. (BVerfGE 34/1652/ of 1972) had to do with the introduction of An obligatory

FOrderstufe ("promotion level") in the schools of the Land of Hesse (a

"mini-comprehensivizatiop" of the first two post-elementary giades) which

a number of parents complained violated their constitutional rights under

Art. 6,2,1 GG to choose freely between different forms of state-sponsored

education. In this case, the Court ruled that the introduction of the

obligatory FOrderstufe was not per se in violation of the constiiutions, but

proceeded to strike down some specific provisions of the disputed law which

foreclosed the alternatives of private schooling or enrollment in a non-

comprehensive program outside' the local catchment area.

In a more recent case, the Court had to deal with a constitutional

complaint filed by a number of Hamburg parents against'a decision by the

Land of Hamburg to introduce Gesamtschulen (comprehensive schools) as reg-.

ular parts of the school system (rather than, as heretofPre, as "experimental"

schools): The Court ruled not to accept the complaint-for review since, in

the Mures view, it did not have a sufficient chance of success. In
_ft

justifying this ruling, the Coutt etplained that the state is within its NN

constitutional rights when it decides on the organizational arrangements of

schooling, and that the state's exercise of this right in this case does

not infringe upon the parents' rights inasmuch as schools of the conventional,
.

non-comprehensive type remain available (Decision of4 October 24, 1980 -

1 BvR 471/803/). d.

After the Gesamtschule initiative to comprehensivize post-elementary

education, the second major reform thrust was directed at the content of
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West German education and generated a series of major curriculum reforms in

most subects. ,These" reforms were guided by the dual attempt to bring

advances in th4 academic !qiiotheesdisciplines of each subject matter area

to.beaeupon a new curriculum (a proposition with -considerable conflict

potential, especially'iri duch,subjects as history, social studies, and

German literature), and also to have the curriculum becpme more cognizant

of the social and political realities of contemporary German society
r A

(Hameyer et al. 1976; Baumert and Raschert 1918). The results of such' an

bindambitious and delicate undertaking were
b nd to be extremely controversial,

....

and did generate a highly volatile situation in a number of West German

Lander, notably North Rhine-Westphalia and Hesse. Not surprisingly, the

question of how netor contents of education were to be legitimately determined

and developed became the subject fra good deal of litigational activity

and raised once again, in a particularly intense form, the, issue of the

respective rights of parents and state in setting the objectives for the

education of the young (cf. Richter 1973; 200-231). Eventually, it was the

question of sex education which became the vehicle for bringing this issue

to the attention of the Federal Constitutional Court. The Court, in

December of 1977, took up the issue in reacting both to a "constitutional

complaint" submitted by parents in the State of Baden-Wuerttemberg and a

formal "norm control" request in which the Federal Court of Administration

had asked the Constitutional'Court to determine the constitutionality of a

1973 educational statute of the Land of Hamburg. The Constitutional Court's

decision (BVerfGE 47/46), the legal reasoning of which will be analyzed
A

later, (a) affirmed the right of the state to organize sex education in

public schools, (b) spelled out certain principles for this kind of instruc-

tion, notably in terms of openness to different religious and philosophical

10
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persuasions, (c) granted parents the right to be informed, but not the right

to decide on whe

the principle of

the introductio

her or not there should be sex education, and .(d) reaffirmed

'statutory reserve" (Gesetzesvorbehalt) for decisions on

f such important curricular elements as sex education.

Thils, in the educational policy scene in the Federal Republic since

the mid to late sixties, it was tile issue of comprehensive schooling and of

curriculum reform which Claimed principal.politicaland ,udicia1 attention,

and which gave the Federal Constitutional Court its more important opportun-:

ides iOr clarifying many of the normative issues involved in the relation=
4116,

ship between education and the state, notably.-- as we will discuss below --

the issues of equal protection and legitimacy. In addition to the queStions

of'comprehensive,schooling and curriculum reform, however, a number f other

educational matters came to engage the attention of the Court in the course

of the 1970s and provided it with additional opportunities for pursuing this .

task of constitutional clarification. Among.these were the issues of limit-

ing access to higher education through a numerus clausus system (BVerfGE

33/303; cf. 37/104), the reforM of vocational education (BVerfGE 26/246),

the reform of the upper level ofirsecondary schooling (grad'es 11-13)
f

(BVerfGE 45/400), and the conditions under which a student can be expelled

from a public educational institution (BVerfGE 41/251). We will return to

the documentation on these opinions as sources for interpreting the Court's

guiding concerns in dealing with questions of eduCation.

$

Are
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2.' Legalization and Judicialization in Wegt German Education

The "revolution in the relationship of lay and social policy" of which

Nathan Glazer (in Kirp and Yudof 1974, xxxv) speaks with regard to the U.S.

has an equally significant parallel in the Federal Republic of Germa4.

Over the past decade or so, the salience of legal norms for the shaping of

a
educational policy and practice and the, importance of judicial decisions

for the task of running schools has been one of the most conspicuous phenom-

ena here as well as there; nor is education particularly unique in this

respect: other areas of social policy, notably in the fields of energy,

health, transportation, have similarly seen legal norms and processes assume

a more and more central role (see, for some interesting observations ocAhe'

energy field, Nelkin and Pollak 1981, 155-166; Kitschelt 1980, 272-279).

12

Between them, court and legislatures in both countries have invaded in great

strides decision-making territory which used to be the uncontested domain of

school administrators in (German) state ministries of education 4and (American)

local school district offices. The range of educational issues which has been

.

affected by this process has encompassed, again in both countries, a wide

variety of questions, ranging all the way from matters of discipline to the

determination of educational objectives and from teacher tenure to equity in

access and resource allocation' (see, for the U.S., Kirp & Yudof 1974;

Kirp 1977; Greenberg et al. 1979; Feeley et al. 1979; for West Germany,

RAter 1973; 1974; 1976; Oppermann 1976; Nevermann & Richter 1979; Laaser

1980). For the U.S., Kirp has noted recently that the pace of judicial

invarivement, after the peak that.was reached in the period between the 'U.S.

Supreme Court's Brown (1954) and its Rodriguez decisions (1973) has now /
"slackened uoticeably" (1977, 120). While this spems true for this country

Land, in a slightly different sense; in West Germany /a§ well, this period of
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intense judicial involvement has left a major impact on the educational

policyl scene and_itd'poIltical determinants in both countries.

WoBefore discussing in more detail the nature of this proCess in the

case af the Federal Republic, however, some brief note on terminology and
0

coverage may be in order. This paper is to some extent interested in judi-

'

tialilation, i.e., in the increasing involvement of judicial institutions

in the-process of shaping and re-shaping educational policy and practice.

However, judicialization per se is neither central to the argument that is

-
being made here (although important to it in an indirect way), nor do we

claim anything like full coverage of the ftrious levels and form of judicial-
_

ization in German education; to accomplish the latter, we would have to

devote a good deal more attention to the courts in both the regular and

specialized jurisdictions of the West German judiiial syste, wher the

vast majority of education-r/lated cases is,Abeing handled and disposed "o

By contrast, we are more directly and centrally-concerned with the-phenom-'

enon of legalization; however, the West German case (and probably other

cases as well) suggest an important distinction between two different mean-

ings of'legalization: In its broader sense (in which we will deal with it.,

primarily in. the present section), legalization refers 40 the increasing

importance of legal norms (of legislative...2r judicial origin) in `e&cational

policy and practice -- a development for which the term Verrechtlichung has

become a rather current label in German (e.g., Laaser 1980). In this sense,

judicialization plays a role insofar as the Sudiciary participates in the

process of creating and developing legal norms, which is somewhat less than

in a common law system, but still, as we will see, far from trivial. In

fact, Laaser observes for the German case (1980, 1358) that judicialtgation

appears to have paved the )way for legalization in the sense that a large

00
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number of court decisions' an various aspects of education had begun to

create, in what was largely a legal "vacuum", an incillpht legal framework,

for the/consolidation and legitimation of which the active-role of the
. _

legislatures became ultimately indispensabl- e,

In a second, narrower' sense, we mean by "legalization" the development

of the specific principle of "statutory reserve" *(Gesetzesvorbehalt) or

ri."parliamentary reserve"'(Parlamentsvorbehalt) which posits mat certain

kinds of educational decisions are' sufficiently relevant to constitutional'
.

conside'rations to requireformal statutory enactment. It is his notion.oit

"legalization" in the double sense'of "statutorization" and arliamentariza-

tioil" which, as will be discussed-in the next section, has code to play a'

key role in the clarifiCation of the constitutional Tationship between

state and education. In setting up and developing this postulate, the

judiciary, and es pecially

importance.

stitutional jldiciary, has been offccitical

Qn its broader sense,, the process of legalization in education in
.°4

West,Germany has been remarkably similar to what has gone on in this coun try,

even thoughMthe legal traditibns, the institutional arrangements for judi'Cial

and legislative processes, and t e-political context produce some modest

Mcidtions in both the nature and `the results of the process. The major

elements of the process as it has occurred in West Germany can be seen as

(a) the re %ognition anti expansion of the lusticialAlity" of educational

measures and decisions which had theretofore been considered subject :

largely to pedagogical considerations and outside the realm of
15,

judiciary action;

. (b)the limitation of educational options by judicial action and/Or

legal norms; and

0 1
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(c) the judiciary'sinsistence,on a substantially'increased lelel of
t.? o

In addition, an /largely a consequence

involvement of,the pa'rliamentary legislature in shaping the legal

framework of education (Laaser 1980).
4 a

of these developments,- one also.,

observes a growing. use. of legal arguments in the political debate' over
'CA

jOucational.policy (Nevermann 1979, 132).- In a more substantive typology

h' kinds of educational issues foadhich legalization has become

\

r y important, Richter (1974, 11-181 emphasizes issues of socialization

(as in controversies over curriculum chafte4,idifferentiation'(as in disputes

over the timing and criteria of selection in education), and "pluralism"

(as in conflicts among different societal interestswover their expectations

of the educational system).

In order to shed some further, concrete.lIght on'the'relationship

p

between judidlalization and legalization, it will be t'seful to look ,briefly

at the ways in whiph, and the issues over which, the courts in West Germany

became involved in.matters of education. After the Laud Administrative,,,

o e
Cou t of the Rhineland-Pal tinate, As late as 1954, had,still refused to -

re iew a student's non-ptomotion (from one grade -to the next) on the groundse

.. '

at this was a matter of pedagogy and-not of law, the late 1950s.and the

. .4._ 0
ncreased willingness on the part,of the courts to become

x7 I ,2 e.
't

.

a variety of educational litigations., most of tham dealing with
4

involved

. -si .4

_. .. ,

such things as students' expulsion, examinations, inomotions,'and discipline.

This involvement produced a substantial Lody of court-set legal norms (Nt

exactly the most typical fbrm dI law-making in a non -com On law. system)

without, at least foy-the time being, any basis in,' or backing by, Lajluly

enacted set of statutes (Laaser 1980, 1348-1352; cf. Oppermann 1976, C59-C61).

Later on, mainly in the 1970s, the range of issues. submitted to litigation

'6
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expanded further to^include, as we have seen in the previous section,

curricular questions, the internal organization of schools, the numerus

clausus practice'in university adyiissipns, vocational education, etc. Most

of these cases go back to instances where parents has felt that their or

their children's rights had been violated by one or another educational der

cision and where courts acceded to their claim that this-had created a

9.. t

judiciable case. Many of the cases, however, went'beyond tie resolution of

-a particular litigation and became one of the vehicles for the veralI

process of legalization in.that they led to the enactment of a wide range

of statutory provisions for the conduct of the educational system; in addi-

tion, it was.partly in dealing with constitutional complaints arising out-

of these court cases that the federal Constitutional Court, dealing with__

P . .

"legalization" in the narrow sense, developed. its position on the principle

of>t.a-tnfOry reserve (Gesetzesvbrbehalt).

The judges, faced with'the emerging wave of litigation in educational

matters, were forced to move into'new territory in more than one sense.

Not only was thr a dearth of etttutory norms against which such issues

as the equity.of grading- practices in the Abitur or a school's righ to

expel a student could be adjudicated, but the West German constitutio

AO,

Itself (very muPh unlike its predecessors of 1849 and 1919) had been
10. ../

remarkably reluctant to specify any constitutional provisions for education

(wit the exception of Art. 7 GG, which deals with:the state's general sup-
ct

'ervisory authority over the educational'system, the question of religious

instruction; and the right to establish.private schools). As a result, the'

courts, as long as they maintained The justiciability of the kinds of edu-

cational issues that ere blOght before them, had to reach out and derive
t

a whole set of legal norms more or less directly from the more general

111111111S
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A

provisions in the Basic Law (again, a giant step for former Roman as

compared-to former British4cofonies), notably the provisions on the free

development of- personality (Art. 2,-1 GG),,the principle of equality (Art. 3

GG), parents' rights (Art. 6, 2 GG) aid the right to a frree choice of trade

or profession (AFt. 12, 1 GG). (See,Aor examples and fufther discussioh,
(

Lasser 1980, 1354-1357; Oppermann 1976, C 81-C104; Richter 1976; Nevermann &

-11P'

Richter 109, Part II). As a result of this pilocess, one of the most impor-

tant elements in the first phase of the legalization of education in Germany

(--,,

"'has been the creation df rather specific legal norms on education in direct

I ;
. , ,

,

derivation from the principles of constitutional provisions whtich had not
'.,

ti

originally been designed with educational applications in mind. While this

"norm creating effort served to fill, for the time being at least, th

void of lacking statutory provilions, it was also bound to raise the hu

tion, from yet another angle, of the legitimacy of the norms under which

.

educational policy was to be made and contlictsAover its implementation to

be adjudicated.

,

No analysis of the legalization of education in West Germany would be

complete without discussing at considerable length the relationship between

feeteral and Land authority in education. Not only does this relationship,

which has undergone substantial changes since the frIming of the Basic.Law,

-
raise a number of important legal and constitutional issues; has also

become, especially in the w4ke of, the Federal Government's publication of

4

the Strukturbericht(Bundesminister fur Bildung and Wissenschaft 1978)

arguihg for far-reaching reconsiderations of the relationship, a highly

AontroverSIal political issue. Since it is impossible within the scope of

this piper to do justice to the complexity of this set of issues, however,

.remaining incomplete ih thaAmportant respec t is unavoidable (see, for

)

17
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further documehtation on the federal rssue in, German education, Oppermann

1976, C642C74; Bundes.linister fUr ,Bildung and Wissenschaft 1.78; 1p0;

Faber 1978; and, for an excellent comparative study pf similar issues in a

number of different countries, Bothe et al. 1976). There are points,

however, a which the federal issue and the broader process of legalization

with which this paper deals touch each other. The effort by the courts-to

develop, in the face of constitutional vagueness and statutory void, an

adequate normative framework for the adjudication of conflicts within the

educational system had one curious twist:. it short-circuited, as it were,

the federal issue by translating general constitutional norms set up at the

doifederal level in the Basic Law into legal provisions which largely applied

to the state level (since it is at the state level that most educational

decisions are made). This argument about a "federal bias" in the progres--

1 .1
sive legalization of education has loomed fairly large in the debate about

J

-rederalism in German education (cf. Laaser 1980, 1355) and may have become

magr1fied unduly (as in Oppeilmann's point about the Federal Constitutional

2
Court's usurpation of the role of a Federal Minister of Education; 1977).

Whatever a further analysis of this'issue may yield, however, it seems clear

that from th,e point of view of }the federalism issue, the net effect of the

fi »,
--

\\ norm-setting activities of the courts tended to reinforce (or at least not

to offset) the political, economic and logistical momentum towards more

federal authority in education, which became an'important element in German
w

educttional policy especially in the 1970s.

1

Or"

e

11.
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Equal Protection and Legitimacy: The Role of the

Federal Constitutional COurt in the Legalization of'Education
6

Inyiew of what has been said above about the Ale which the Federal

ns- titutional Court had come to assume in West German politics in general,

an in the interaction between social and constitutional change, in partic=.

a o

ula it is not surpriging that the interpretatiOn of constitutional norms

-for .urposes of guiding educational policy an d practice became a rather

'sali t item on the Court's-agend.a.Gpidn the''relative dearth of legal

norms -- constitutional as well as statutory; - - concerning education and

the increasingly problematic precxice of filling this void either throtge--

administrative decisions or,through tke constitutional interpretation of

various courts in the course of handling ,p ucatiOnal.litkation, theRourt

seems to have responded with particular attention to some of--he educational

cases!brought to its attention. In dealing with, the cases, the Court

. makes its own contribution to he process of deriving specific, legal norms

for education from the constitutional provisions'of the Basic LAw. In the

process, the Court affirms the validity of the Basic Law and its_provisions

(including its basic rights catalogue) as a direct'source of.guidelines for

establishing legal norms in education and for adjudicating conflict Over

educational decisions. More importantly, it establish* the parameters for

dealing with the kinds of conflict which had tended to arise over potentially

competitive constitutional.norms. A case in point, which looms large in a

number of the Court's most recent decisions on edUcational matters, is the
ast

_relationship and reconciliation of the.constitutionally guaranteed norms .of

the right of parents to be primarily responsible for the "care and upbringing

of children" (Art. 6, 2, 1 GG), and the state's §upervisoxr responsibility

for tithe entire educationai-gystem" (Art. 7, 1 GG; cf. Also Richter 1973,

4*

fi

t
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44-70.. The potentially -competing oiaims of these two norms are further

complicated by the frequent invocation, on behalf of the child, of the

basic right to the "free development of personality" 2, 1) whioh is

also held to conflict with the state's right to structure public education.

This issue of the competing norms of the Basic Law played a central

role in two Court decisions reached in 1977, dealing with the reform of

the upper three grades'(11-13) of the Gymnasium in the Land of HesSe

(BVerfGE 45/400) and with the introduction of sex education in Hamburg and

Baden-Wuerttemberg (BVerfGE 47/46). In each of these; as in'a number of

similar cases, the Court goes to considerable lengths discussing the "ten-

sions" between parents' rights, personality rights of the child, and the

educational mandate of the state. The Court ends up deciding largely

against the parents' constitutional complaint in both cases, affirming the

state's responsibility to determine both the structure Band, to a consider-

able extent at least, the content of education (BVerfGE 45/400, 415-417;

47/46, 65-78). It does so, however, in clearly dissociating itself from

the more authoritarian conception of the state's educational mandate in the

Weimar Republic (BVerfGE 47/46,'80) and in imposing on the contemporary

state a rather stringent set of conditions for assuring the legitimacy of

20

its policies in constitutionally and normatively as delicate a field as

education (ibid., 80-83).

These kinds of decisions quite accurately reflect the Court's overall

orientation towards th-e4relationship between education and the state, and

reveal the importance for the development of this orientation of the Court's
4

twin preoccupations with the norms of equal protection and legitimacy. In

dealing with these two concerns in turn, we will show how both of them have'

led the Court to developing its own precept of "legalization".



3.1 Equal Protebition

21

ti

In emphasizing the applicability of the equal protection norm of the

West German constitution (At. 19, 4 GG) to the realm of public education,

the Court affirms its fundamental opposition to the time-honored and powerful

notion of the "special authority relationship" (besonderes Gewaltverhaltnis)

in the tradition of German political and legal thebry and practice. This

1
notion of the "special authority relationship" has its origin in strongly )

etatist Gein traditions, and particularly in the attempt to come to legal

terms with the relationship between citizenry and monarchy or between the

sovereignty of the people and that of- the .crown. Given the more absolutist

bias in traditional European alb, German notions of the state, certain areas

of state activity were seen as strictly exempt-from any popular authority,

and were legally construed as internal to the state and thus outside of the

regular legal norms which governed the society at large. Included in this

- domain of the "special authority relationship" were notably civil servants,

soldiers, prisoners, and school children. Within this domain, whatever

rights under the existing legal order regular citizens enjoye4 did not

apply; decisions taken by the state with regard to these "exempt" domains

and populations neither required any statutory basis, nor were they subject

to review as to their legality by the courts (Leaser 1980, 1350; cf.

41
Oppermann 1976, C46-C48).

The Federal Constitutional Court has consistently argued that the 1949

Basic Law abolished the notion of the "special authority relationship," and

has affirmed this interpretation in a number of landmark cases for education

as well as for ti4 other previously "prbtecied" areas. Against ehe-general
e

background of the "legality principle" (Rechtsstaatsprinzip) of the Basic

Law (Art. 20, 3 GG), the Court has affirmed the unrestricted and indivisible

0 r,
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validity of the "equal protection clause" of Art. 3 and 199G in striking

down a variety of statutes, decisions, and practices depriving "special

populations" of their rights under the constitution (e.g., BVerfGE 33, 1

in the case of prisoners). For education, the Court has taken the consti-

tutional complaint of a student who was expelled from a public school for

disciplinary reasons as an occasion to emphasize the abolition of the

"special authority relationship" for the domain of schools as well. It

refers to both its own and the decisions of other courts that, far from

being exempt from the legal order, education was particularly in need of the

clarifying and protective effects of duly enacted legal norms, as "the

existing regulatory deficit makes a clear comprehension of applicable rules

as well as the legal protection of the parties involved particularly

difficult" (BVerfGE 41/251, 259-260). The Court acknowledges, incidentally,

on a number of occasions the important role played by legal scholarship in

helping to bring about and sustain this importantmove to the undivided

validity of the principle of equal protection; two major legal conventions

are singled out as having, for the field of law and education;-played a

particularly significant role: the convention of German professors of

constitutional law in 1964(BVerfGE 41/251, 259) and the_51st Deutscher

Juristentag of 1976 (BVerfGE 45/400, 418;' 47/46, 79),

The result of these efforts on the part of the Federal ConstitUtional

Court to affirm the extension of the equal protection clause of'the Basic

Law to the realm of schooling was its renewed emphasis on the principle

"statutory reserve" (Gesetzesvorbehalt). It is this principle which is

designed to lead the schools out of the domain of internal administrative

rule-making and into the open air of duly enacted statutory 'norms: wherever

"essential" (wesentliche) aspects of education are involved, administrative

22
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decrees and Idinances will not do, and a formal statutory basis will. be

required. By 1977, the Court finds that this pripiple has at last been

accepted into legal thought about education, even though. the question of.

what is and is not to be considered "essential" remains a matter of some

continuing dispute (BVerfGE 47/46, 78-80; see also below).

3.2 Legitimacy

Its concern with the principle of .equal protection and its application

to the field of education was one of the driving elements in the Court's
5

emphatic affirmation of the Gesetzesvorbehalt. It was not the only one,

however. In addition to its desire to overcome the authoritarian vestiges

of the "special authOrity relationship" for school, the Court had become

increasingly concerned over what it saw as a major "legitimacy deficit" in

the way in which important educational policy decisions were arrived at.
0

This "deficit" was seen as stemming from the conspicuous non-involvement of

parliamentary legislatures in the process of setting educational norms and

objectives and the resulting disproportionate share Of power that had thus

accrued to the executive bureaucracy in matters educational. The Court's

postulate of statutory reserve in education thus acquires the synonym of
.

"parliamentary reserve" (Parlamentsvorbehalt) which emphasizes the particular

weight which making all major educational decisions subject to formal legis-

, latpe action would bring to bear upon the legitimacy of those decisions.

In developing this line of its argument, the Court assumes a rather critical

stance towards the widely prevailing practice in West Germany to deteimine

and conduct educational policy largely by administrative ruling without

much, if any, legislative backing. Oppermann speaks of the "marginality"

(Randsiedlertum)-of educational administration in the framework of the,

constitutional state, which had in practice arrogated to itself the right



to determine when, for tegiven educational decision, a formal statutory

/
basis was needed or an administrative decision sufficient (1976, C48).

With reference to the legitimacy mandate of the Basic Law -(Art: 20, 2:

"All state authority emanates from the people"), the Court affirms that

"the democratic principle would demand that the regimentation of important

domains of life should at least in its basic outline fall under the respon-

sibility of the democratically legitimated legislature itself and be

designed ina public process of decision-making which would weigh all the

different and sometimes conflicting interests" (BVerfGE 41/251, 260).

Against this background, there is for the Court no more "room for the extra-

, statutory (gesetzesfrei) conduct of schooling by the executive without the

involvement of.parliament" (ibid.,263):

In 'explicitly invoking like norm of legitimacy for developing its views

on the relationship betwepn state and education, the Court appear's to echo

I
and recognize a much more widely held concern over the credibility and

legitimacy of the state's authority in setting and implementing policy.

This concern is being expressed with increasing intensity by analysts of

the modern state from a wide variety of perspectives, ranging from the

Trilateral Commission (Crozier et al. 1975) to the West German Political

Science Association (Kielmannsegg 1976; Ebbighausen 1976) to a variety of

recent analyses, inside and outside the Marxist tradition (e.g., Offe 197.2;

Habermas 1975; Wolfe 1977; Lindberg et al. 1975; Herz 1978; Rose 1980;

Freedman 1978; Wolin 1980; Dahrendorf 1979; Weiler 1980). The assessment

of the nature of the problem varies widely across these different analyses

of the "legitimacy crisis" of the modern state, but the sense of powerless-

ness of individuals and groups in society vis-a-vis an all-powerful and

non-representative ggvernmental bureaucracy looms large in many of them.

24



Administrative bureaucracy is increasingly seen as "impersonal, coercive, and
4

dehumanizing in its manner of dealing with the lives and fortunes of those

it was created to serve" (Freedman 1978, 262) and thus reflects'the worse

aspects of a state which is faced with "a deep loss of confidence about the

possibility of using (it to zood end" (Berger 1979, 33). While this
t,

erosion of legitimacy tends to affect the state as a whole, thereseems to

exist what I have called elsewhere a "legitimacy gradient" (Weiler 1980)

which distinguishes.in terms of. the degree to which the different branches

of governmental authority are affected by this erosion. The executive branch

would be found arthe bottom end of this scale inasmuch as it can neither

claim the kind of legitimacy which the principle of representation confers

I

upon parliament nor the legitimacy which judicial institutions enjoy by

virtue of their close association wi h the traditions of legality. It seems

that this "recurrent sense of crisis atte ng the administrative process"

(Freedman, ibid.) has played, an important role in reinforcing th Court's

determination firmly to enforce the principle that "thethe really important
,

things in a parliamentary-democratic state belong before parliament"

(BVerfGE 47/46, 79). Whetherr not they are "Site" there as far as legit-

WO

imacy is concerned is a question we will have to pursue-further at a-later

pOint.
ee

3.3 "Statutorization" and "Parliamentarization"

It is on the strength of this dual set of preoccupations -- equal

protection and legitimacy -- that the Federal Constitutional -Court formulates

the most emphatic messages in its dispositions on the legalization of educa-

tion. A number of cases ,(usually in the rnstitutional complaint category)

are decided in favor of complainants on the grounds that a particular edu-

0

cational practice or decision is based merely on administrative rules and
16
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lacks an adequate Statutory base (e.g., BVerfGE 4i/251; 47/46). In other
\-*

cases, complaints are rejected on the spoxffic grounds that the educational

dedision in question was based on duly enacted and sufficiently specific

enabling statutes (e.g., BVerfGE 45/400, 417-420). In its decision on the

'FOrderstufe in the Land of Hesse, the court finds the obligatory nature of

the Eiirderstufe unconstitutional on the overriding grounds of virting

parents' and children's rights, but affirms specifically that the policy

w.g

does comply with the principle of the Gesetzesvorbehalt (BVerfGE 34/165,

pp. 192=194). S

Notwithstanding the decisiveness with which the Court affirms this

principle, however, there remains the difficult question of how far and

into how much detail the statutory guidance of educational decisions ought

to go (Oppermann 1976, C48-C62; Richter 1976, 22-23 and passim). Some of

the more recent decisions have shed some light on this question. In its

decision on sex education (BVerfGE 47/46), the Court allows that not all

the modalities of sex education need to be specified in statute form, but

insists on a "parliamentary guideline decision" (parlamentarische teitent-

scheidung); exactly what is to be covered by such a decision is to be deter-

, mined by what is relevant to the participants' basic rights (grundrechts-

relevant). This would include, in the Court's view "the determination of

the educational objectives in principle..., the question whether sex educa-

tion should be offered as an interdisciplinary instructional prIncipl,r or

as a special subject)of instruction with possible elective or voluntary

status, the mandate of tact, tolerance and openness to the great variety of

value positions in the realm of sexual behavior, the obligation not to

indoctrinate the children, and the duty to inform 'the parents" (ibid.,

p. 83). In its extensive deliberations on the legalization of education in

26
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the Federal Republic, the 51st Deutscher Juristentag, the regular synod of

the German legal profession, established a set of educational issues which

ought to be subject to formal statutory, determination, and which includes

_ 'not only the general educational objectives of the school, but also the

catalog of instructional objIctives, the catalog of subjects taught, the

basic organizational structure of the school, participation of parents and

students in the governance of the school, and the "status-generating norms"
A ,

governing admission, advancement, examinations, expulsion, etc. While the

Court mentions these recommendations in one of its.decisions, in a context

of generally favorable disposition', it does'not explicitly endorse their

full scope (BVerfGE 45/400, 418-419). The Cdurt does determine, however,

that the change of some of,the basic structural conditions of the educational

process, such as the dissolution of the class Community in favor of a course

system in the upper level of the Gymnasium,) requires an explicit statutory

mandate, as do changes in.the basic mode of student assessment in view of

their relevance to the student's standing an/, hence, life chances (BVerfGE

-45/400, 418). The operational criterion of relevance of a given decision to

the student's (or parents') basic rights lads the Court also to be partic--

ularly stringent in its insistence on a statutory base where very consequential

disciplinary measures such as a student's expulsion or suspension are con-

cerned (BVerfGE 41/251, especially 262-266).

In thus affirming the legisldtures'*mandate to "legalizeleducation,

the Court is seeking to achieve a dual objective: On the one hand,

parliament (principally theLand legislatures) is called upon to consolAitte

into a statutory base the more and more complex legal framework which, given 411K

the initial absence of specific legal provisions for education, the regular

judiciary had developed on a case-by-case basis; the "judicialization" of

a



edudation hs thus pavedthe way for its legalization and "statutorizfttion".

At the same 'me, however, parliament-taking charge of laying the legal
.r

groundwork of education is designed to restore the legitimacy of the state's

role in education which the Court sees in jeopardy as a result of how far.

educational policy decisions have been allowed'to gravitate towards the

executive branch of government. .

d '6

In both the judicial and the political realm, educatibnal-pOlicy in

Federal Republic is beginning to show,the effects_of the Constitutional

Court's mandate. In a recent decision, the Land Constitutional Court of
4: .

Bavaria declared major portions of
.

Bavaria's Allgemeine Schulordnung (SChool

28

Code) unconstitutional on the grounds that they lacked an adequate statutory

base. The decision had resulted from the case of a Bavarian high school,

41,

student who had been suspended from her schobl for wearing in school a

"Stoppt Strauss" button.(against the then chancellor candidate of the

Christian Democrats, Bavarian Minidtet-President Franz- Josef Str- auss) in

the 1980 federal election campaign. Without deciding on the suspension

itself (which is still pending before the Land Administrative Court), the

/ ,

Bavarian Constitutional Court found.that the student's right to political

expression was of sufficient constitutional:6importance that limiting it

cduld,nothe left CO the Ministry Hof Education, but required bhe delibera-
. N °I) q

tion and action.of- the elected legisla ture-(Arens. 1981; Schueler 1980).
,

r - .

In a dLfferent dgielopment, a special commission appointed in 1978
--;

by the German legaleassociation (DeutsCher Juristentag) has just submitted
.

,.0 .....

!r*
its

*

its proposal for a "model" education statute. The commissionis work goes

badk to, the deliberations of the 51st Juristentag in 1976. and has attempted
a

to translate the "statutorization"*ndate of the Federal Constitutional--

Court Tito a forma t tich could serve to guide the legislative task which

)

a



all of the Land legislatures now face as a result of the Court's position.

The commissions draft proposes statutory norms in all those areas which,

taking the Constitutional Court's definition, could be regarded as "essential''

aspects of. education: The organizational differentiation of ?ool systems,

questions of promotion from one grade to the next and of transfer from one

1

school to another, diplomas, discipline, the participatien of patents,- .

students anditeachers, the designation of the school principal,:the equality

of foreign and German children in schoC1, and a number of curricular guide-
,

lines, includ4ng the adoption of the principle of sex education-in schools

(Tagesspiege1.19gla; Baumert 1981). Already, the commission's proposal has

generated a lively political debate (Tagesspiegel 1981h)- whieh is likely to

continue and intensify as Land legislatures face 'the task of writi g laws

that will govern the future of their educational systems.

O
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4. The Legalization of Education: Some Critical and Comparative Notes

4.4 Equal ProteCtion and Legitimacy: The Achievements and Limitatitins

of Legalization

40 Since the efforts of the Federal COnstitutional'Court (and its allies

, .

in both the regular judiciary and the legal profession) towards the legaliza-

i i
tion of education were predicated on the twin preoccupations with equal

protection and legitimacy, any critical assessment of ,the results of this

effort should be guided by these two criteria. 0
As far as overcoming the legacy of the "special authority ielation-

. p -
IA ship" and extending the principle of equal protection to the field of educa-

tion is concerned, the Court seems to have accomplished its task at least

in doctrinal terms. The indivisibility of the equal protection guarantee

of the West German constitution has been emphatically affirmed, and the

Court has left Land legislatures with a reasonably clear mandate as,to their

1'
obligation to legislate for the field of education. -Parliamentary response

to this challenge is likely to be slow, however, partly as a result of

institutional reluctance-on the part of legislatures to becoe involved in

what promises to be an exceptionally complex and controversial legislative

task (Baumer 1981, 1), and partly as a result of concerns, which are already

begInning to be expressed, over the danger of "over-legalization". These

concerns have been expressed primarily in terms of the. possibility of

"fixating" educational practice through legal (and, hence, presumably-immu-

table) norms (Tagesspiegel 1981b), but_dlso in terms of the risk of making

federalism in education an even more cumbersome affair -- "a federalism with

boots of concrete" as theABavarian Minister of Education is quoted as

predicting (Baumert 1981, 2). Concerns of this kind notwithstanding, however,

and in spite of what is likely, to be a'protraCted and difficult period of4

30
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legislative activity at the level of each Land parliament, it seems that the

principle of "statutorizaltion" has been firmly and realistidally established,

and that the way has been paved towards finally and effectively'oveicoming

the legacy of the "special authority relationship".

Where the Court's concern with legitimacy is concerned, however, the

situation may be less unequivocal. It is true that the Court's mandate for

"parliamentarization" has shifted respodsibility for "essential" decision-

making in education from a "weak" (in terms of legitimacy) towards a rela-

tively stronger branch of the state'Tauthority. There is some reason to

doubt, however, whether this shift has-adequately taken care of the probleth

of legitimacy, and whether,parliamentary institutiont in the modern state

do not face legitimacy problems of their own.

at least two different kinds of observations.

increasing body of analysis of the politics of

Doubts of this kind feed on

On the one hand, there is an

advanted industrial societies

which questions the viability and credibility of existing systems of parlia-

mentary representhtion. This problem is presented variably as a result of

"overload" of repAsentatpe systems (e.g., Rose 1980) or, more poignantly,

as the result of "a long-term decay of the collective agents of representa-

tion that once would have channeled new forces into the system: the

political parties" (Berger 1979, 40). Following up on diagnoses of the
*r

mid-sixties on the decline of parliamentary institutions in WesternlEurope

(Graubard 1967), Berger concludes that the process has continued since then,

and attributes much of the current preoccupation with the legitimacy of the

state to "the parties' diminished ability to teceive the signals of changing

social values and interest, let 4one to express these changes in new programs,

or to translate them into policy" (9.2. cit.,.48).

Another, related reason for questioning the notion of the intact



`legitimacylegitimacy of parliamentary institutions of representation lies in the spec-

tacular growth of various extra-parliamentary forms of political expres on

and aggregation, notably in the form of "citizens' initiatives". What B rger'

calls "the new politics outside" (opf.cit.; 38) has acquired considerable

political significance in most Western democracies, and needs to be seen

both as a symptom of the decliqe of traditional parliamentary representation

and as a means to restore credible and legitimate avenues for the articula-'

Lion and aggregation of social interests Nelkin and Pollak 1981;

von Alemann 1975; Offe 1972, 153-168). It is noteworthy that the German,

Bildungsrat, a semi-official advisory body charged by the government with

making recommqndat ons on, among other things,_ reforming the1tructures of

governance in German e tion, made the shortcomings of parliamentary rep-
.

resentation one of it- -y points of departUre. Against- this background of

a serious "legitimac icit" in the traditional structures of representa-

tion, the Bildudgsrat deve ops a model of educational governance in which
A

more directly participatory forms of democratic articulation compliment the

a

parliamentary process (Deutscher Bilkingsrat 1973, A14-23 and pass

Whatever the true nature and extent of the "crisis of repres ntation",

it seems that there is something problematic about seeing the institution

of parliament as the effective and ultimate answer to the problem of legit-

imacy in a matter as critical and susceptible to issues of credibility as

education. If this is so there are at least two ways of interpreting'how

the "parliamentarization" posture of. the Federal Gonstitut onal Court may

affect the/problem: In one sense, the Court's insistence on the legitimacy

of parliamentary representation may, indeed, bolstar he prestige and

credibility of the institution andhelp it overcome its own "legitimacy .

deficit". In another, less sanguine sense, the seriousness of the problem

on
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of representation in the modern state may be such that even as prestigious

an institution ' the Constitutional Court may Ooviddilittle remedy, and

40

that sooner or later the issue of the legitimacy of setting educational

o

norms may call for anliker,, mire penetrating scrutiny.

145

4.2 The Legalized= of Education in Comparative Perspective

A single-coUntry cae study is designed to identify and explain the

dynamics of that case, and not to generate comparative'insight,--/itheless,

(3,

the student of the legalization of education in the Federal Republic of

Germany itbound to note some apparent parallels to deelopments or inter--
,

pretatione in tki.J..S. Without any pretensions fully to explore these

parallels, it might be useful at least to point them out, and to suggest

directions in which they'might be *more usefully explored. In keeping with

the structure of the preceding analysis of theWestkrman case, this brief

comparative note will focus-o the issues of equity and legitimacy.

As we have seed, one of-the key contributions of the Federal Constitu-

tional Court to developing and consolidating the legal framework for educa-

tion had been the affirmation of the Basic Law's "equal protection clause"

over the traditional norm and practice of 'the "special authority relation-

ship" between schools and,state. On the face of it, here lies a particularly

close and striking parallel to the importance which judidal interpretation
40,

of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment has had ill the

legal ration of education i'in this country (cf. Ktrp 1973; 197 ;'118 -120).
-

As

To ?011e extent, however, the semblance is misleading. It'i true that the
..,

..,

equal protection principle, of the West German Basic Law did provide the

Federal Constitutional Court with its main lever for overcoming the tradi-

-tional "special relationship" doctrine and for thus "integrating" education

into "the mainstream of regular and indivisible justiciability. But it is

(P2
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not much of an exaggeration tk say that, once this was achieved, the Court

left it at that-as far as further bringing the equal protection principle

to bear upon the legalization of education. Compared to the intense pre-
",

occupation of U.S. courts in cases like Serrano and Robinson with coming to

terms, with the constitutional issue and-definition of equity (cf. Clune 1979;

Kirp 1977;,etC)), the German situation is conspicuous for a considerable

reluctance of the judiciary in coming to judiciable terms with more material

ft

notions of equity or equal opportunity in education: Richter (1973,

183-199) sees this as part of a general backlog in German constitutional

law in dealing with the "performance" mandate of'the "social principle"

(Sozialstaatsprinzip) in the German Basic Law, and notes the explicit state-

ment by the Federal Constitutional Court that the principlp of equaloppor-

tunity, while valid for the realm of the political process (e.g., for the
o rte,

competition among parties), definitely can not claim any validity where the

-)

free play of social forces is concerned (ibid., 185 and passim; on the

Court's general record in dealing with equity 'issues, see McWhinney 1962,

49-51; Kommers 1976, 243-246): It will have to remain a,task for further,

and probably interesting, analysis to probe into thiW dif6rence in the

constitutional and legal treatment of the notion of equity, and to trace it

both to the social determinants of the legal traditions in the two countries

111146444`'''Immerw°--"iand to the political context in which contemporary challenges of alleged

inequalities arise.

We have argued in this paper that the Federal Constitutional Court has

been cognizant of the existence of a legitimacYbproblem in the,making of

educational policy, and that it has attempted to bring its institutional

authority and prestige to bear on the remedial course of "parliamentarization".

At one level of analysis, this process has a striking parallel to what has

4
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been happening in the U.S. over the last fifteen or twenty years. In the

context of discussing the effectS Which the series of equity-related court

decisions of the Serrano kind have had on subsequent legislative and allo-

cative action by state and federal lawmakers, Kirp sees the courts as

"affordirig new legitimacy to particular equity -based concerns" (1977, 121) --

an observation which is further born out by the development of legislation

for the education of handicapped children (ibid., 135): It seems that, in

both the American and the German case, courts have a capacity for making

legislative institutions do things which they don't seem to be able to dos

on their own political momentum; I have been tempted to call this phenomenon

"compensatory legitimation" (Weiler '1980; 1981), and venture to suggest that

it occurs in other policy areas besides education as well. In any event, it

4 is clear that, in both cases, the courts' decisions have resulted in consi'd-

-erable legislative activity: towards greater equity in school finance and

more adequalle provisions for the education of handicapped children in the

U.S., towards court - stipulated statutory norms for curriculum development,

school organization, and di iplinary action in the Federal Republic. From

the point of view of the legitimacy argument, however, there seems to be at
5

least one important difference in the - impact the courts have had in the two

countries. In the U.S., the main thrust of 'the courts' messageto the

state's legislitive and allocative authorities appears to have been material

in nature: court decisions have tended to affirm substantive principles of

educational policy in the form of equity standards (output or qptcome)°,

guidelines for bilingual education, and the like. By contrast, the German

courts, and especially the Federal Constitutional Court, appear to have been

much more reluctant to commit themselltres and the ensuing legislative process

to any material principles; instead, the main thrust there has been on

4
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mandating a particular process which, in the form of the,Gesetzesvorbehalt,

made certain kinds of educational issues subject to formal legislative action.

Even where, as in the case of weighing parents' rights against the state's

authority over education, substantive principles were involved, the Court's

ruling always tended to adopt a'procedural solution. This difference may

well have something to do with different judicial styles and traditions in

the two countries, but probably also with the fact that our analysis of the

German case has concentrated on the rather peculiar mode of jurisprudence of

the Constitutional Court which, by the very nature of its judicial review

mandate, has a propensity for procedural rather than-material solutions

(see on this characteristic of judicial review also Cappelletti and Cohen

1979, passim).

The question remains whether the doubts wechave expressed, in the

German case, about the ultimate success of the Constitutional Court's

"parliamentarization" strategy from the point of view of the legitimacy of

the educational policy process may lead to questions which ought to be raised

in the American context as well. To answer this adequately would:require a

more thorough study of the relationship between courts and representative

institutions in the U.S. However, to the extent that the legalization of

education in the U.S, has resulted in a more substantial mandate for legis-
.

latures to become involved in educational matters, it seems appropriate to

observe that the system of representation in the U.S. is becoming the target

of some of the same kinds of preoccupations and skepticisms as is'the case

for their Western European counterparts. Amplifying what has earlier been

said%about the decline of party systems in Western democracies, Kaase, in

one of the few empirical studies comparing legitimacy - relevant tissues',

singles out the United States as showing "a secular decline in the amount

4'3



and strength of party identification, associated with decreasing citizen

affect for parties, increased split-ticket voting, and a looser relationship

between party identification and the vote at all, levels of the political
'as

"system" (1980, 178); Wolin, after reviewing evidence on similar trends,

casts his preoccupation with the American systet.of representation in the

question: "if elections couldn't supply democratic legitimacy to the
-

decisions of state, where could.legitimany be found?" (1980). Whatever the

full story may turn out to be, there are unmistakable signs of erosion in

the fabric of representative systems on both sides of the Atlantic, and

it seems safe to assume that something as delicate and controversial as

education may well be particularly affected by whatever "strain" or "crisis"

may be in the offing.

4
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NOTES

1. Research for this paper was suppqrted by funds from the National

Institute of Education (Grant No. OB NIE G 78 0212), the Spencer

Foundation, and the Ford Foundation. The analyses and conclusions do

not necessarily reflect the views or policies of these organizations.

An earlier draft of this paper was presented to the Stanford-UC Berkeley

Seminar on Law and Governance of Education, sponsored by the-Institute-

f9r Research in Educational Finance and Governance (IFG) at Stanford

University. Participants in the seminar made helpful suggestions for

the revision of the paper. The author would also like to acknowledge

the assistance and comments of Klaus Faber, Lawrence Friedman,

David Kirp, Henry Levin, and Ingo Richter.

. BVerfGE refers to decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court; they

are typically cited with the first number indicating the volume, and

the second the pagb on which the decision starts. The decisions are

published periodically as Erttscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts

(TUbingen: J.C.B. Mohr). Quotations have been translated by the author.

3. This is the Court's internal reference to a decision, which is used

as long as the decision is not published.
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